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Part A:  Why was MACM Developed? 

• Educational Reform and Policymakers

• Educational/Psychological Research & Theory

• Brief History of Conative Abilities

• Models of School Learning

• The Snow Academic Aptitude Framework



Why?:   Going “beyond cognitive abilities or 
IQ” has been an area of study in education, 

psychology and policy for decades
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Why:  A response to NCLB Education 
Policy Initiatives

http://www.iapsych.com/articles/mcgrew2004.pdf.

http://www.iapsych.com/articles/mcgrew2004.pdf


Why:  Recent International Policy 
Initiatives—OECD and 21st Century Skills
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Why was MACM developed?
Standing on the Shoulders of Giants

Going Beyond IQ



Cattell’s (1987) wise words, written over 30 years ago, still apply 
(unfortunately) to the state-of-the-art of psychology’s limited conceptual 

integration of cognitive, conative and affective constructs in understanding 
student learning —"The school psychologists of the first half of this century 

made a big mistake in trying to estimate school performance and scholarship 
readiness from the I.Q. alone. Typically, only half the variance in grades is thus 
accounted for, and, as we now realize …much of the rest can be accounted for 
by predictions from personality and motivation measures [emphasis added]” 

(p. 435).  (McGrew, in press, 2021)

Intelligence tests are important and powerful predictors 
of achievement:  But they are fallible predictors 
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Intelligence tests are important and powerful predictors 
of achievement:  But they are fallible predictors 

McGrew and Evans (2004) reminded educators, 
psychologists, and policy makers that with the best IQ 
tests, and for any particular IQ score, there is a normal 

distribution of achievement scores around each IQ score 
(after adjusting for regression to the mean).  Expected 

achievement scores for any IQ score could show a band 
of expected achievement standard scores that range 
close to 22 points (+ 11) for approximately 2/3 of the 
population. The point was clear—IQ test scores, or 

related diagnostic categories, should not be used as an 
excuse to formulate lower academic expectations for 

students with disabilities. (McGrew, in press, 2021)
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Going Beyond IQ

Why was MACM developed?
Back to the Future



Why:  Educational & psychological research has 
identified “non-cognitive factors” as important for 

school learning (e.g., Messick, 1979)
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Spearman on “conative” abilities (1927)

“The process of cognition cannot possibly 
be treated apart from those of conation 
and affection, seeing that all these are 
but inseparable aspects in the instincts 
and behavior of a single individual, who 

himself, as the vary name implies, is 
essentially indivisible” (p. 2)



“The tendency to take and maintain a 
definite direction; the capacity to make 
adaptations for the purpose of attaining 
a desired end; and the power of auto-

criticism” (translation by Terman, 1916, 
p. 45).  All three of these phrases refer at 
least as much to conative processes and 

attitudes as to reasoning powers. 

Alfred Binet’s definition of Intelligence (Corno et 
al., 2002 translation by Terman, 1916)



“When our scales measure the non-
intellective as well as the 

intellectual factors in intelligence, 
they will more nearly measure what 

in actual life corresponds to 
intelligent behavior” (p. 103)

David Wechsler (1944) on “non-intellective factors”



Conative and noncognitive:  The jingle jangle jungle



Noncognitive skills have drawn the interest of 
psychologists, educators, economists and 

policymakers over the past 30 years. 

The research literature….is vast and the 
noncognitive domain has drawn the interest of a 

wide cross-section of individuals outside scientific 
psychology (e.g., economists, educators, 

practitioners, policymakers).

“Noncognitive:”  Too many cooks in the kitchen



There is long-standing and widespread dissatisfaction with the 
label “noncognitive skills” 

“Everybody hates this term” (Easton, 2013, p. 8). Mostly simply, 
the term indicates that noncognitive skills are whatever 

cognitive skills are not.

“noncognitive” implies that the constructs and measures 
do not entail cognition, a virtual impossibility.

Noncognitive:  “Everybody hates this term” (Kell, 2018)



The jingle-jangle-jungle in the motivation 
(conation) literature

The jingle-jangle-jungle is when 
erroneous assumptions are made that 

two different things are the same because 
they have the same name (jingle fallacy) 
or are identical or almost identical things 

are different because they are labeled 
differently (jangle fallacy). 

(Schneider & McGrew, 2018)
(Kelly, 1927)



An interest in what Duckworth and colleagues refer to as grit, 
perseverance, and consistency is not new to psychology. Studies of 
attributes such as will power, tenacity, determination, persistence of 

motives, and volitional perseveration date back over 80 years.

The jingle-jangle-jungle in the motivation 
(conation) literature:  A recent example--Grit



• 584 effect sizes from 88 independent samples representing 66,807 individuals. 

• The higher order structure of grit is not confirmed.

• Grit is very strongly correlated with conscientiousness. 

• Overall grit explains no variance in either overall academic performance or 
high school GPA after controlling for conscientiousness.

• Interventions designed to enhance grit may only have weak effects on performance 
and success. 

• That the construct validity of grit is in question.

The jingle-jangle-jungle in the motivation 
(conation) literature:  A recent example--Grit



Indeed, the correlation between overall grit and conscientiousness, 
and between persistence and conscientiousness (.89) is much 
stronger than what is typically found between scores on two 
different global measures of conscientiousness (.63; Pace & 

Brannick, 2010). 

This, in turn, suggests that grit research may have fallen victim to 
the jangle fallacy and that grit as currently measured is simply a 

repackaging of conscientiousness or one of the facets of 
conscientiousness. 

The jingle-jangle-jungle in the motivation 
(conation) literature:  A recent example--Grit
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Figure 5.  Visual schematic summary of Walberg’s synthesis of the major models of school learning

Learner 
characteristics

Research findings:  Wahlberg et al.s’ series 
of grand narrative and meta-analyses 

reviews and theoretical testing of models



Research-based reasons:  Models of School Learning

John B. Carroll’s 1963 elegant Model of 
School Learning, which spawned a variety of 

models of school learning and educational 
productivity, reminds us that individual 

difference variables (e.g., IQ) are only PART 
of the equation of school learning.  Other 
variables OUTSIDE of the individual help 
explain why someone achieves above or 

below their IQ score.  

Learner 
characteristics



Research-based reasons:  Models of School Learning
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Learner 
characteristics



Learner 
characteristics



Walberg et 
al.’s model of 
educational 
productivity 
(simplified)

Learner characteristicsResearch findings:  A series 
of grand narrative and meta-

analyses reviews and 
theoretical testing of models



Walberg 1984

Learner characteristics
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Salient research findings:  Student 
learner characteristics are important 

(McGrew et al., 2004)

The direct intervention in the psychological determinants of learning 
promise the most effective avenues for reform” (Wang et al., 1997).

Targeted student learning characteristics (i.e., social, behavioral, 
motivational, affective, cognitive, and metacognitive) are the set of 

variables with the most potential for modification that could 
significantly positively effect student outcomes (DiPernal et al., 2002; in 

McGrew et al., 2004).



Salient research findings:  Student 
learner characteristics are important

(Detterman, 2016)



Salient research findings:  Student learner characteristics
are important--Motivation and intelligence meta-analysis



Salient research findings:  
Motivation interventions meta-analysis



Average ES = .49 !





Salient research findings:  
Self-regulated learning interventions meta-analysis



Average ES = .69 !



What is conation or conative?

The APA Dictionary of Psychology (VandenBos, 2007) 
defines conation as “the proactive (as opposed to 

habitual) part of motivation that connects knowledge, 
affect, drives, desires, and instincts to behavior. Along 

with COGNITION and affect, conation is one of the three 
traditionally identified components of mind” (p. 210).
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The need for A conative taxonomy

There have been few solid attempts to develop a 
research and theory-based  taxonomy of 

individual difference constructs important for 
school learning

Such a grand model or taxonomy requires 
integrating many different strands of 

theoretical and empirical research



Snow’s Academic Aptitude Model

A “provisional” taxonomy to help “see the 
forest and the trees.”  Based on:

• A systematic program of educational research

• Integration of the extant literature (4 existing 
taxonomies)

• Emphasis on relatively stable constructs related 
to educational performance

(2002)

The need for A conative taxonomy



The trilogy-of-the-mind taxonomy



The trilogy-of-the-mind taxonomy

The cognition, affection, and conation trilogy-of-the-mind originated 
in the German faculty psychology of the eighteenth century and has 

endured as a model for describing the division of labor that 
characterizes intellectual functioning (Hilgard, 1980).  

Eventually conation experienced a demotion (when compared to 
cognition) and was ignored or was merged with affection and the two 

considered mere associates of cognition (Snow & Farr, 1987). 

(McGrew, in press, 2021)



The trilogy-of-the-mind taxonomy

A central thesis of this article is that this ageless 
trilogy, and conation in particular, be resurrected as 

an overarching and revised aptitude framework 
from which psychologists can conceptualize 
motivational and other conative constructs.

(McGrew, in press, 2021)



Snow, Corno & Jackson, 1996
(Handbook of Educational Psychology)





Snow, Corno & Jackson, 1996



Physical Cognitive Conative Affective

Physical 
abilities 

Psycho-
motor 

abilities

Sensory-
perceptual 

abilities

Cognitive 
processes

Acquired 
knowledge 

systems

Motivation

Volitional 
controls

Temper-
ament traits

Character-
istic moods

The big picture:  An adapted Snow (Corno et al., 2002) model of aptitude (MACM revised; 10-13-16)

Intellect

Knowing FeelingWilling

Personality

Cool intelligences Hot intelligences

(Note:  Social abilities have been integrated in these major domains: Gei [cognitive aspects of social intelligence] 
now in Cognitive/CHC model. Social behavior characteristics now subsumed under personality).



We have an embarrassment of riches—but a serious 
need to make order out of chaos

A major MACM goal is to 
facilitate the process of 
developing a common 

nomenclature for these 
constructs…like the CHC 

periodic table of cognitive 
elements



The big picture:  Richard Snows concept of aptitude



The MACM model (combined with cognitive and affective constructs) 
and the Crossing the Rubicon “commitment pathway” to self-regulated 

learning model will be described in subsequent modules


